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About the cover

The cover plot shows the circulation of water in the
Mediterranean Sea as modeled by Vincenzo Artale (Italian
Agency for New Technologies, Energy, and Environment),
Matthew Hecht and Bill Holland (NCAR Climate and
Global Dynamics Division), and Nadia Pinardi (Institute for
the Study of Environmental Geophysical Methodologies,
National Research Center).

The black area indicates the ocean floor. Gray areas
represent counterclockwise circulation and white areas
represent clockwise circulation. The Strait of Gibraltar
appears toward the left, where water depth reaches to only
about 300 meters; the shores of the Middle East are on the
right. Water circulation, which has been integrated over the
North/South coordinate, reaches a maximum magnitude of
around 1.2 sverdrups, or 1.2 million cubic meters of water
per second.

Data for this plot was generated on NCAR's CRAY Y-MP2D
(castle). The image was created using Interactive Data
Language (IDL).

SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions. Please
send your graphic, along with a description including SCDfacilities
or software used, to Christine Guzy, Mesa Lab; or send e-mail to
guzy@ncar.ucar.edu; or call Christine at (303) 497-1826.
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Mass Storage Control Processor handles
a heavy load

by Bill Buzbee

I would particularly appreciate it if you would read the article in this
issue entitled "Mass Storage Control Processor nears its limit." Believe it
or not, nine terabytes (9 x 1012 bytes) were added to the Mass Storage
System (MSS) in just the last twelve months, so the MSS now holds a
total of 29 terabytes and the control processor is heavily loaded. For
example, over the past six months, the StorageTek Automatic Cartridge
System (ACS), or "silo," has averaged one cartridge mount every minute
around the clock, seven days per week. Likewise, SCD operators mount
an average of one cartridge every minute around the clock.

Because the load on the processor is so heavy, we need your help in
making judicious use of the system. In the meantime, SCD will continue
looking at options for easing the problem.

In the center of the ACS is a robotic assembly that mounts and demounts
cartridges. The Mass Storage Control Processor (MSCP) treats the ACS as
a large, medium-access disk farm. (Photo courtesy of StorageTek
Corporation.)
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Read any good tapes lately? A review of the
SCD tape library

by Lynda Lester

So how about those 3480s? In the
esoteric world of NCAR storage
media, Sue Jensen would have a
ready answer to that-question. For
15 years she has worked with
tapes (including 3480s)-hundreds
and thousands of them, large and
small, reel and cassette. She
monitors and mails them, checks
them in and out; as NCAR's only
storage media technician, Sue is in
charge of the SCD tape library.

While the Mass Storage System
(MSS) contains more than 97,5000
cartridges, the SCD tape library
consists of tapes that are not part
of the MSS proper. The primary
use of non-MSS tape media today Sue Jensen ass
is for transferring data between SCD's Data Su;
NCAR and other computing sites.
It is not always practical to move information
electronically: datasets can be enormous, projects can
have hundreds of files, and data transfers might take
hours. Accordingly, the SCD tape library serves as a
halfway house for tapes on their way to and from the
MSS; it is a holding area for datasets before and after
import/export.

A portion of the SCD tape library is called the
"visitors' tape library." Visitors, in this case, refers to
media brought in by users-tapes held in the library
for a short time that do not belong to SCD. The term
does not, as is sometimes assumed, apply to visiting
researchers.

In addition to being a repository for visitor tapes, the
library contains backup tapes of various SCD
computer systems. The library also contains tapes of
files from less active datasets of SCD's Data Support
Section (DSS); these files, stored on half-inch tapes,
are gradually being transferred to the MSS.

igns an ID number to a tape brought in by Bob Dattore of
pport Section. (Photo by Curt Zukosky.)

Being supportive

The SCD tape library supports three kinds of media:

* Round tapes, so called because they are housed on
reels; sometimes referred to as "half-inch" tapes.
These come in four diameters: 6", 7", 8-1/2", and
10-1/2". Old tapes were written with seven tracks at
200 bits per inch (bpi) and hold 10 megabytes of
data; newer ones are written with nine tracks at
6,250 bpi and hold up to 170 megabytes.

* 3480 cartridges, often called "square tapes" because
they come in squarish plastic cases measuring 4-1/4"
x 5". A cartridge holds 200 megabytes. (3490
cartridges, which are used on the MSS, cannot yet
be used on the import/export drives.)

* 8-millimeter cassettes, often called "Exabytes" after
the company that developed the technology for
writing high-density data to videotape. These look
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like ordinary audio cassettes, but are a little fatter.
They can be written in two densities: 2,300 and
5,000 megabytes (2.3 and 5 gigabytes, respectively).

Establishing residency

The NCAR Computer Room, home of the SCD tape
library, the MSS, and many large computers, doesn't
have a lot of extra floor space. This is why SCD has

developed a tape residency policy. "Since we have a
limited number of holding racks, we can't offer long-
term storage for visitor tapes," Sue explains. "I ask
that users tell me when they're finished with a tape;
when they are, I remove it from the library and return
it to them."

One month is the maximum residency for any visitor
tape, Sue says. After that, time's up-she rolls out old
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tapes to make room for new ones. If a tape has been
in the library longer than a month, Sue will contact the
owner for permission to remove and return it. If the
owner doesn't respond, she will contact them a second
time. If that fails, Sue simply returns their tape.

"Occasionally a user needs more time to work with
the data," Sue says. "In that case, if they make special
arrangements, I'll hold the tape for a longer time."

Tape odyssey

Sometimes users have misconceptions about how Sue
can help them. "Once a user called wanting to know
how much of his tape had been written," Sue recalls.

"As a matter of fact, I don't know when users are
running their tapes, let alone how far along their jobs
might be. I catalog and file media, but I have nothing
to do with mounting tapes for data transfer-that's a
job for the computer operators."

To clarify, Sue explains what happens when a tape
makes its way through the library (see Figure 1). It all
begins, she says, when a user-we'll call him Bob-
mails in a tape for the purpose of moving data to the
MSS. Sue gives his tape an ID number, which she
enters into an online database. She labels the tape with
this number and notifies Bob, who will use the
number for his MSS job requests. Then she puts the
tape on a rack in the Computer Room.

Figure 1. Data transfer between a visitor tape and the MSS.
Process starts when user (top) submits a tape.
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When Bob wants to import the tape data to the MSS
(typically using the msimport command), he types in
the appropriate ID number and command syntax at his
workstation. In the Computer Room, an operator sees
the ID number flash on the MSS console. The operator
uses that number to select the right tape from the
library, then mounts the tape on an import/export
drive; there the data are accessed and moved to the
MSS. Once the information is archived in the MSS,
Bob can call it up for processing anytime he wants.

The SCD tape library
supports three kinds of
media: round tapes, 3480
cartridges, and 8-mm
cassettes.

When his MSS transfer is complete, Bob notifies Sue
via e-mail that he is done. Sue removes the tape from
the rack, carefully packs it up, and sends it back to
Bob.

Currently, Sue explains, from 50 to 400 visitor tapes
come through the library each month. There are also
about 5,000 DSS archival tapes and several dozen
backup tapes for various groups in SCD. This brings
the total number of tapes in the SCD library to about
5,500.

It wasn't always so.

The incredible shrinking library

Fifteen years ago, when Sue first came to NCAR, the
number of tapes in the SCD library was closer to
40,000. In those days, nearly all data were stored on
half-inch round tapes. But in 1977, NCAR began
using the Terabit Memory (TBM) mass store system,
and in the years to follow, users gradually stopped
writing to half-inch round tapes and began storing
their data on the TBM.

By the time NCAR upgraded to the present MSS in
1985, users were favoring mass-storage technology
over round tapes for data archival. The MSS
automatically keeps track of file ownership, length,
retention time, and location; it also performs rapid
electronic data access and transfer. Also, Sue notes,
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SCD simply wouldn't have had room for the
constantly increasing volume of information if round
tapes (even today, a common media) had continued as
the preferred means of storage. In 1985, for instance,
the TBM held 2 terabytes of information; currently the
MSS system holds 29 terabytes. For this reason, SCD
encouraged users to move their data to the MSS.

One month is the maximum
residency for any visitor tape.
After that, time's up.

As technology improves, larger amounts of data fit on
smaller media; a 10-1/2" tape, for instance, takes up
more shelf space than a compact 3490 MSS cartridge,

which has nearly twice the storage capacity. Add to
this the capability of moving smaller data files over
networks and phone lines, and one can see why the
SCD tape library has been steadily shrinking.

A service and a need

The NCAR community can be confident, however,
that as long as the need exists, SCD will provide for
users' tape-storage requirements. Sue encourages
people to contact her with suggestions; send e-mail to
sue@ncar.ucar.edu or call (303) 497-1245.

Lynda Lester is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group
within the SCD User Services Section.

Deadline for large computing requests: January 5, 1993

by John C. Adams

Requests that total more than 100 General Accounting
Units (GAUs) on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano)
must be considered by the SCD Advisory Panel,
which will meet March 18-19, 1993. Extension
requests that result in a project's total resource
exceeding 100 GAUs must also be reviewed by the
panel.

University users should submit large requests to John
Adams of SCD by January 5, 1993. Submission by
this date is required for the preliminary review of
requests and for the preparation, printing, and
distribution of panel materials. (Note: Requests for
100 GAUs or less can be processed at any time.)

Applicants may obtain computing request forms and
submission instructions from JoAn Knudson. To
contact her, send e-mail to knudson@ncar.ucar.edu or
call (303) 497-1207.

John C. Adams is an associate scientist in the SCD
Computational Support Section. He also administers the
allocation of university computing resources.
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Consulting Office and Visualization Lab open at Foothills

by Nancy Dawson

NCAR staff at the Foothills Lab in
Boulder now have their own
branches of the SCD Consulting
Office and the SCD Visualization
Lab. To celebrate and put their
new locations on the map, SCD

, held an open house on October 7.

For off-site users, there is no
change in consulting services.
Phone calls or e-mail automatically
go to the consultant on duty,
regardless of physical location.
Messages received on the
recording machine or through
e-mail continue to be answered
several times a day. But local

Food helped draw the crowd to the Foothills Consulting Office, which has NCAR staff and visiting
been open since early August. At right are the shelves and files of free
documentation for users. (Photos by Carlye Calvin.) researchers n ow have the option of

Foothills now have the option of
working with a consultant face-
to-face or using visualization
equipment without having to travel
across town to the Mesa Lab.

. Foothills users may pick up their
own copies of SCD documentation

S. i. or use the extensive reference
library of vendor documents at
their local Consulting Office. The

t iilitl iMi office also houses a black-and-
white Sun workstation, color
Macintosh and IBM personal
computers, a Canon microfilm and
fiche reader and printer, and a

. - VCR for watching training tapes or
research videos, all of which are
available for use.

The Foothills branch of the
Consulting Office is in Building 3,

SCD animation-systems project leader Don Middleton-Link (seated, left) Room 2125, and the Visualization
demonstrates the interactive video equipment in the Foothills Lab is right next door in Room
Visualization Lab.
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2123. To stretch the same consulting staff to cover
both locations, a consultant is on duty at Foothills
only during weekday mornings from 08:00 to 12:00
and at the Mesa only during weekday afternoons from
13:00 to 17:00. (The Mesa Consulting Office closes at
15:30 on Wednesdays for staff meetings.) When
staffing permits, a user support specialist keeps the
Foothills office open for equipment and documentation
use in the afternoons.

If you want to use the Visualization Lab at either
location, contact Don Middleton-Link by sending him
e-mail addressed to don@ncar.ucar.edu or by calling
him at (303) 497-1250.

You can use anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
to obtain the online listing of what's available in the
reference libraries in both Consulting Offices. The
file is on the computer called ftp.ucar.edu, in the
docs/other/refs.consult file. (Instructions for
using anonymous FTP appear at the end of the
Documentation department.)

Kenji Akaeda, a visitor to the Mesoscale and Microscale
Meteorology Division, and Jon Reisner of the Advanced
Study Program take a few moments to discuss work
during the open house.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

Consultant on duty

Foothills Lab, Building 3, Room 2123 Weekday mornings, 08:00-12:00

Mesa Lab, Room 17 Weekday afternoons, 13:00-17:00
(closes at 15:30 on Wednesdays)

E-mail (for either location) consultl @ncar.ucar.edu
Phone (for either location) (303) 497-1278, messages anytime
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Mass Storage Control Processor nears its limit

by Sally Haerer

NCAR's Mass Storage System (MSS), which is
controlled by the Mass Storage Control Processor
(MSCP), is quite complex. Much of this complexity is
hidden from MSS users by interfaces (such as msread
and mswrite) and system software deeper under the
surface.

The MSS consists of tiers of data storage: the disk
farm (fast access, files less than 30 megabytes), the
Automatic Cartridge System or "silo" (slightly slower
access, files greater than 30 megabytes), and the tape
archive (slowest access). To make the system work as
smoothly and quickly as possible, data files are moved
automatically from one level of storage to another,
depending on many factors; file size and frequency of
access are the most important. The movement of files
based on these various factors is called "migration";
migration activity and the decisions surrounding it are
under the control of the MSCP.

Bob Niffenegger, head of SCD Computer Operations, checks hardware
specs on the IBM 3090 MSCP. The MSCP, heart of the MSS, controls the
disk farm, the silo, and the tape cartridge system. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)

The bad news and the good news

Recently, the MSCP has been running at near capacity
during the prime shift. Because a majority of its CPU
cycles go to handling data migration, other important
functions have been slower than usual for user jobs.
Turnaround for common MSS activities such as
msread and mswrite, for instance, has been fairly
slow; job times, therefore, have increased. As
mentioned in the Director's Column, SCD is looking
into various options to correct the problem. In the
meantime, we are likely to have heavy MSS loads for
a while.

The good news is that there are several ways to
reduce the burden on the MSCP and speed up MSS
turnaround times. By employing the following
techniques, you can improve your job's turnaround

and efficiency to some extent; in
some cases, you will notice GAU
improvements.

How to improve your job's
turnaround when using
the MSS

1. Use the OFFLINE parameter
on your mswrite statements
for files that you do. not need
to access again for some time.
A good rule of thumb is to use
OFFLINE if: (a) your file is
less than 30 megabytes (MB)
and will not be accessed again
for at least three weeks to a
month; or (b) your file is 30
MB or larger and will not be
accessed again for at least two
months.

....................................................................................................................... .............. ............................... ............. .... .. ... ................ .................... .................. ... .. .... ............ ........ .... ... ... ......... ........ .... .... .. ... ...... ... ... ....... .... .. ........... ....... ...... ....... ........... ........ ........ .............................................. ......................................................... ........ ........ ..............
................ ............................ .............................. ........ ....... ................. ................................ ........ ........ .... ...... ........

........ ... ..... ... .................. ....... .... ....... ... ....... .. ... ... .. ...................... ............ ... ...... ................... ...................... ..... ....................... .................................................................................................................................................... ...................
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Using OFFLINE writes the files directly to the
tape archive, thus saving the MSCP from having
to migrate these files down through the disk farm
or the silo.

Here is an example of how to use the OFFLINE
parameter:

mswrite -offline local name mss name

2. Use the 10 MB of permanent space in your home
directory ($HOME) on the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano) for small, frequently accessed files.
About three months ago, all user home directories
were increased from a default 1 MB to a default
10 MB of disk space. If you put your smaller files
in $HOME for a sequence of production or test
runs (rather than commanding that they be
retrieved from MSS for every run), your job will
run much faster when these files are needed
because the MSCP will not be used. Although this
technique will require some script study and
adjustments, your savings could be significant.

3. If you have disk space on other Network File
System (NFS)-mounted devices, such as crestone,
use that space for storing small files that can be
accessed via Ethernet. This augments the space in
your home directory on shavano and relieves the
MSS from having to access the file many times
during the day. (Note: This does not mean you
shouldn't use the MSS for archival storage of this
type of data. You should also be aware that your
Cray job cannot be checkpointed when it has open
files on NFS-mounted devices. You may
determine that using the MSS or your permanent
space in your home directory would work better
for your long-running jobs.)

4. Consider using the UNIX tar command to
combine small files. Moving one large file to and
from the MSS (and through any necessary
migration efforts) is a great deal faster, both for
the MSCP and for your job, than moving many
small files! The tar command stands for '"Tape
ARchive," but in our computing environment, its
functionality reaches far beyond tape archiving.

For example, suppose you have many Fortran
source files (*.f) in your current directory that
need to be stored on the MSS. You could use tar
to copy all these files into one file called
source.files:

tar -cvf source.files *1

There are several ways to
reduce the burden on the
MSCP and speed up MSS
turnaround times.

The c option means you are creating a new tar
file, the v option requests the verbose mode during
the tar process (that is, reportage of all the steps
that are occurring), and the f option indicates that
the name of the tar file follows. Finally, the files
to be "tarred" into the file source.files are listed.
Of course the next step is to mswrite this tar file
to MSS. Later, after retrieving this file via msread
for another run, all you need to do is type:

tar -xf source.files

The x option means you will extract the files from
the stated tar file; since no individual files are
listed on the tar command, all files in the tar file
are extracted.

There are many other options on the tar
command; please see the man page for tar to
obtain more information.

5. If you are sending metafiles to be plotted on the
Xerox 4050 laser printer, consider switching
from the plotmp command to the sendtg

command. The sendtg command utilizes TAGS
rather than the MSCP to access the 4050. In
addition, turnaround will be faster and charges
will be less.
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Other tricks to improve your job efficiency

As listed above, there are several ways to reduce the
efforts of the MSCP: use OFFLINE when
appropriate; avoid using the MSS when files could
easily fit in another place (this is actually significantly
faster for your job); group small files into larger ones
for the MSS transfer; and use sendtg rather than
plotmp.

Let's discuss other methods for reducing the number
of MSS transfers.

1. The make utility is an excellent file-management
system that can reduce both your compile time
and the mental hassle of trying to remember what
subroutines have or have not been updated. See
the man page for details on this utility; for more
easily accessible information and examples, see
"Managing programs with make" (SCD
Computing News, July/August 1990) and "More
about using make" (SCDCN, November 1990).

2. Whenever practical, you should use the link (in)
command for files rather than the copy (cp)
command. When you use cp, all the bits in your
file are literally copied from one place to another;
in addition, duplicate disk space is attributed to
your quota. When you use In, on the other hand,
no bits are copied and no extra disk space is
involved; significant time can be saved. It will
look as if the file exists by both names given, but
only a special link has been established with the
original file.

Here is an example of a command using In:

In lusr/tmp/userid/file.f $TMPDIR/file.f

Your file may now be referred to either as
lusr/tmpluserid/file.f (until the scrubber removes
that name) or as $TMPDIR/file.f (until the job
terminates and that name is removed). The file
will not actually be deleted until all of its names
are gone. Since files can potentially live longer on
the system using this technique, there could be a
reduction in MSS retrieval requests.

NEWS

3. Hopefully, all users are aware of the pros and cons
of using /usr/tmp and $TMPDIR on our Cray
systems, as mentioned in item 2. Many users have
improved and tuned their jobs jobs by taking
advantage of the benefits of each of these
temporary disk storage areas. If you are not up to
date on this issue, please refer to "The case of the
disappearing files: How to prevent file loss with
links and $TMPDIR" (SCD Computing News,
September 1991).

The new factor to realize at this time is that all
users now have 10 MB of permanent $HOME
space, as previously discussed. Because many
users have not adjusted their scripts to utilize this
newly available space, files containing less than
10 MB of data are still being transferred to and
from the MSS for each job run. Script adjustments
that modify your working environment to use
your permanent space will not only improve
performance of the MSCP, but will greatly
improve the performance of your individual job.

New life for the MSCP, faster jobs for you

While it's true that these techniques may take time for
study and development (some more than others), the
benefits will typically be worth the effort in the long
run. If most users take advantage of these methods,
the MSCP will have new life until SCD can corner the
staff time and resources to upgrade the MSS for a
long-range solution. In the meantime, all user jobs
should run faster, since the MSCP will be running
more smoothly and will no longer be such a
bottleneck. More importantly, however, your
individual job efficiencies could significantly improve.

You are invited to contact the SCD Consulting Office
for advice on selecting one or more of the above
improvement techniques for the specific circumstances
of your job. To reach the consultant on duty, send
e-mail to consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or call (303)
497-1278.

Sally Haerer is head of the Consulting Group within the
SCD User Services Section.
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Fortran 90 and Cray CF77 5.0 incorporate new facilities
for data transfer

by Jeanne Adams

Only modest changes and extensions to FORTRAN 77
have been made in the area of Fortran 90 data transfer.
A NAMELIST feature has been added in Fortran 90,
and a slightly different implementation is available in
the Cray CF77 5.0 compiling system. The complete
Fortran 90 list of specifiers for the OPEN, CLOSE,
and INQUIRE statements is implemented in CF77.
Only a few of these specifiers are new.

It is possible to shorten the
list in data transfer state-
ments by using NAMELIST.

A "stream" or nonadvancing character-oriented feature
is new in Fortran 90, but not implemented in CF77.
(In nonadvancing input/output operations, the file
may be at a character position within, the current
record. This is in contrast to advancing input/output
operations, in which the file is positioned at the end of
the record after the I/O operation.)

NAMELIST

It is possible to shorten the list in data transfer
statements by using NAMELIST. A list of variable
names is given a collective or group name using a
NAMELIST declaration. In subsequent input/output
statements, the group name is used instead of the list
of variable names.

For example,

NAMELIST /COLORS/ RED, WHITE, BLUE

The NAMELIST group name for RED, WHITE, and
BLUE is COLORS.

To transfer this data, use the group name as the
second parameter in a READ or WRITE statement,
as in:

READ (5, COLORS, ERR = 99)

The variables RED, WHITE, and BLUE are
transferred using the group name COLORS.

In the sample program shown in Example 1 (p. 14),
two NAMELIST group names are used: EXTERIOR
for the arrays APPLES and BANANAS, and
INTERIOR, for I, J, K, and L. A data statement
assigns values for the list of variables in INTERIOR,
and two array-assignment statements assign values for
the arrays.

Four Fortran 90 specifiers
have been added to the list
for the OPEN statement.

The following is an input file that could be used with
Example 1:

The form of the declaration is:
&INTERIOR K = -1, I = 12 &END

NAMELIST /group-name/ list of variables
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Example 1. Sample program using NAMELIST

Example 2. Output for Example 1

If this file is used as standard input to Example 1, the
output for the program run would be as shown in
Example 2.

OPEN and INQUIRE specifiers

Four Fortran 90 specifiers have been added to the list
for the OPEN statement. These are POSITION,
ACTION, DELIM, and PAD.

Five Fortran 90 specifiers have been added to the list
for the INQUIRE statement that respond to inquiries
about the new specifiers that can be used in the OPEN
statement. These are READ, WRITE, READWRITE,
DELIM, and PAD.

There are no new CLOSE specifiers in Fortran 90.
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New OPEN connection specifiers

POSITION = c

ASIS
REWIND
APPEND

ACTION = c

READ
WRITE
READWRITE

DELIM = c

APOSTROPHE
QUOTE
NONE

PAD = c

YES
NO

C is a scalar character expression indicating the file
position status on connection

File position unchanged
File position at initial point (rewound)
File position at terminal point before EOF

C is a scalar character expression indicating permissible
actions for the file

WRITE and ENDFILE actions are prohibited
READ actions are prohibited
Any input/output action is permitted

C is a scalar default character expression indicating the
delimiter to be used for character constants in list-
directed or namelist formatting

Use apostrophe as the delimiter
Use quote as the delimiter
No delimiter is used

C is a scalar default character expression indicating
whether to pad with blanks or not on formatted input

Pad with blanks if needed
Do not pad, the blanks are already there

The following example shows use of the OPEN specifier.

OPEN (8, FILE = "TENG", POSITION = "REWIND", ERR = 99)

New INQUIRE inquiry specifiers

READ = c

YES
NO
UNKNOWN

WRITE = c

YES
NO
UNKNOWN

C is a scalar character variable returned with values:

Reading is allowed
Reading is not allowed
Condition not known

C is a scalar character variable returned with values:

Writing is allowed
Writing is not allowed
Condition not known
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SOFTWARE

READWRITE = c

YES
NO
UNKNOWN

DELIM = c

NEWS

C is a scalar character variable returned with values:

Reading and writing are allowed
Reading and writing are not allowed
Condition not known

C is a scalar character variable (used in character
constants in list-directed or namelist) that may be
returned with:
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SOFTWARE NEWS

APOSTROPHE Is used as a delimiter
QUOTE Is used as a delimiter
NONE No delimiter is used
UNDEFINED File is not connected or not formatted

PAD = c C is a scalar character variable that may be returned
with:

YES Padding is used when input is too short
NO No padding is used

The following example shows use of the INQUIRE specifier.

INQUIRE (9, EXIST = EX, WRITE = CHAR)
IF (CHAR.EQ. "NO") STOP

Jeanne Adams is a member of SCD's Computational Support Group. She coauthored
Programmer's Guide to Fortran 90 (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1990)
and Fortran 90 Handbook (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1992).

Two new utilities now available on shavano:
manprint and pcprint

A new utility, manprint, is now available for users on
the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano). The manprint
command will print a man page onto the SCD Xerox
4050 laser printer at NCAR's Mesa Lab. For example,

manprint msread

will print the man page for the msread command. For
more information, please type man manprint on
shavano. (The manprint command is also available on
meeker.)

The new pcprint command is also now available on
shavano. This command is designed for users who:

* Use an IBM PC (or clone) to connect to shavano

* Have a printer attached to their PC

* Have their communications software set to emulate a
VT100 terminal

The pcprint command can then be used to print a file
onto your PC-attached printer. For example:

pcprint myfile

For more information, type man pcprint on shavano.
The pcprint command is also available on meeker.
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It's time for Fortran compiler cleanup A

SCD has consolidated and upgraded the 5.0 family of
Cray Fortran compiler versions. Check your scripts to
update any references to the Fortran compiler.

Latest compiler installed

Version 5.0.3.8 of the Fortran compiling system has
been installed on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano) for
some time. This version became the default on
October 19, 1992.

Old 5.0 versions and links removed

The following are either old versions or links to the
current defaults cf77 and cft77 on shavano. All these
references have been removed:

cf77 cft77

/bin/cf7750 /bin/cft7750
/bin/cf77501 /bin/cft77501
/bin/cf77502 /bin/cft77502
/bin/cf77502a /bin/cft77502a
/bin/cf77503 /bin/cft77503

Watch the Daily Bulletin to
keep up with developments
at SCD that might affect
your computing activities.
For access instructions,
see the Documentation
department in this issue.

If you are using any of the above compiler names,
please change to simply use cf77 or cft77, which
default to the most current compiler version. No
significant differences should occur, because the old
versions and links are either identical or nearly
identical to the current defaults.

If you have questions or concerns, please contact
the SCD Consulting Office. Send e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or call (303) 497-1278.
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Queue tips: How to check job
status on shavano and castle

by Tom Parker

This article describes various methods to display
status information about the batch-job queues on
the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano) and the CRAY
Y-MP2D (castle). Three kinds of displays ("All
jobs," "Just your jobs," and "Numbers of jobs")
are available via six different methods. The
commands to use are summarized in Tables 1
and 2.

Some usage examples

The following are some examples of obtaining
job-status information by using the various
methods described in Tables 1 and 2.

* Interactive: While logged on to shavano, you
can get "Just your jobs" by typing:

qstat -a

* The rsh (remote shell) command: If you are set
up to use rsh, you can get "Just your jobs" from
shavano by typing on your local system:

rsh shavano.ucar.edu qstat -a

* Internet Remote Job Entry (IRJE): If you are an
IRJE user, you can get status on "All jobs" from
shavano by first connecting to windom.ucar.edu
via File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and then
typing:

get .shstat

to create a file .shstat on your system.

* MASnet/Internet Gateway Server (MIGS): If
you are a MIGS user, you can get "All jobs"
from shavano by typing:

Table 1. Job queues on shavano

Method All jobs Just your jobs Numbers of jobs

interactive qustat -a qstat -a qstat
rsh rsh shavano qustat -a rsh shavano qstat -a rsh shavano qstat
IRJE get .shstat n/a get .crayq
MIGS nrnet shstat shstat n/a nrnet shstat shstat
finger n/a n/a finger crayq@windom
telnet n/a n/a telnet windom

(login as crayq, no
password needed)

Note: To save space, the system names in Tables 1 and 2 have been abbreviated. Depending on
your system, you might have to use the full name: shavano would be shavano.ucar.edu, windom
would be windom.ucar.edu, and castle would be castle.ucar.edu.
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Table 2. Job queues on castle

Method All jobs Just your jobs Numbers of jobs

interactive qustat -a qstat -a qstat
rsh rsh castle qustat -a rsh castle qstat -a rsh castle qstat
IRJE get .castat n/a get .meccaq
MIGS nrnet castat castat n/a nrnet. castat castat
finger n/a n/a finger meccaq@windom
telnet n/a n/a telnet windom

(login as meccaq,
no password needed)

nrnet shstat shstat

to create a file shstat on your system.

* The finger command: If your system has the
finger command, you can get "Numbers of
jobs" on castle by typing on your local system:

finger meccaq@windom.ucar.edu

* The telnet command: If your system has the
telnet command, you can get "Numbers of jobs"
on shavano by typing:

telnet windom.ucar.edu
crayq (at the login prompt)
<RETURN> (at the password prompt)

"All jobs" output

If you request the "All jobs" output, you will get
the "BATCH REQUEST SUMMARY" display.
Example 1 (p. 22) shows an excerpt from shavano.
Here is an explanation of the column headings:

IDENTIFIER
A unique identifier consisting of
the original request number and
the machine of origin.

NAME

USER

QUEUE

JID

PRTY

REQMEM

Specified by the user.

The current owner.

The Network Queueing System
(NQS) queue and host in which
the request currently resides.

For a running batch request, the
job identifier.

For a queued request, its intra-
queue priority; for a running
request, its nice value.

For a queued request, the per-
request memory limit; for a
running request, the current

" memory usage (expressed in
kilowords).

REQTIM For a queued request, the per-
request CPU time-limit; for a
running request, the remaining
CPU time (expressed in seconds).

ST Request state. (For details, see the
man page for qstat or the SCD
UserDoc "Charges for SCD
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Computing Resources." See also
"The secret of QSTAT status
codes" in the November 1991
issue of SCD Computing News.)
The most common values start
with "Q" to indicate the job is
queued, and "R" to indicate the
job is running.

"Just your jobs" output

The "Just your jobs" output is the same as the
"All jobs" output, except that only your own jobs
(if any) will be displayed.

"Numbers of jobs" output

If you request the "Numbers of jobs" output, you
will get the "BATCH QUEUE SUMMARY" and
the (less useful) "PIPE QUEUE SUMMARY"
displays. Example 2 shows an excerpt from
shavano. Here is an explanation of the column
headings:

LIM

TOT

ENA

STS

QUE

RUN/ROU

Run limit.

Total requests in the queue.

Enabled: indicates whether queue
can accept requests.

Status: indicates whether queued
requests are permitted to run.

Number of queued requests.

Number of running/routing
requests.

WAI/HLD/ARRIEXI/DEP
Number of waiting/holding/
arriving/exiting/departing requests.

DESTINATIONS
The ordered destinations of a pipe
queue.

Example 1. Excerpt from "All jobs" output on shavano
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Example 2. Excerpt from "Numbers of jobs" output on shavano

For more information

For more information on job queues, please type
man qstat on shavano or castle. For questions on
using the various methods (interactive, rsh, IRJE,
MIGS, finger, and telnet), please contact the
SCD consultant on duty by sending e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or calling (303) 497-1278.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

For more information
on job queues, type
man qstat on shavano
or castle.
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New command available on
shavano: msrecall

A new C- or Fortran-callable routine, msrecall,
is now available on the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano). The routine can be used to wait for a
particular asynchronous msread or mswrite
request to complete. It is similar to mswait, which
will continue to be supported. However, mswait
can only be used to wait for all asynchronous
requests to be completed.

For more information, type man msrecall on
shavano.

The file named tags/tags.xerox is available via
anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP) on the
computer ftp.ucar.edu. It contains an explanation
of the new TAGS values and provides examples.
There is no charge for this service during friendly
user testing.

Please report questions or problems to the
SCD consultant on duty by sending e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or calling (303) 497-1278.
If you need help in getting files via anonymous
FTP, please see the instructions at the end of the
Documentation department in this issue.

UNIX, basically speaking

TAGS/Xerox processing of
CGM and PostScript in friendly
user testing

The facility to print Computer Graphics Metafile
(CGM), NCAR CGM (NCGM), and PostScript
files on the Xerox laser printers via the Text and
Graphics System (TAGS) is now open to friendly
user testing. This facility has three benefits for
NCAR users:

* A decrease in charges associated with hardcopy
graphics

* Better turnaround

* PostScript support on SCD's high-volume
hardcopy system

The SCD UNIX Basics Class will be held from
09:00-15:00 Mountain Time in the Director's
Conference Room at the NCAR Mesa Lab on the
following dates:

December 2-3
January 13-14
February 17-18

(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)

This free, two-day class introduces you to the
basics of UNIX. Topics covered include essential
UNIX commands; UNIX file permissions; I/O
redirection, pipes, and filters; job processing; the
vi editor; UNIX e-mail; and basic C shell features
such as history, aliasing, simple scripts, and shell
files.

UNIX Basics is a popular hands-on class and
often has a waiting list. To increase your chances
of getting into the class you want, register early.
To register, send e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu
or call the SCD course-enrollment line at (303)
497-1225. (Note: This class or equivalent
knowledge of UNIX is a prerequisite for the
UNICOS Orientation Class.)
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UNICOS: Jump in!

The UNICOS Orientation Class will be held from
08:30-16:30 Mountain Time in the Damon Room
at the NCAR Mesa Lab on the following dates:

December 8
February 24

(Tuesday)
(Wednesday)

The class introduces UNIX/UNICOS programming
tools and the NCAR computing environment, and
requires a good understanding of basic UNIX.
Topics covered include make and makefiles, shell
scripts, NCAR hardware and access methods,
Mass Storage System commands, CFT77 and
CF77, library and segldr considerations, fmgen,
the NQS (Network Queueing System) batch
system, job accounting, graphics facilities, and
debugging with cdbx.

Please register in advance by sending e-mail to
scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or calling the SCD course-
enrollment line at (303) 497-1225.

This department lists recently released SCD
documents, which you can order by phone or
electronic mail. Instructions for obtaining printed
copies of SCD documents appear under "SCD
Documentation Orders" on the back cover of this
newsletter. Instructions for obtaining copies of
online documents appear at the end of this
department.

The latest on using MSS
files on UNICOS

The UserDoc "Reading, Converting, and Writing
MSS Files on UNICOS" has been updated.
Version 1.1, August 1992 (20 pages), has been
revised to include the msread/mswrite interface

and reflects the latest version of UNICOS. The
document explains how to determine the structure,
format, and data type of a Mass Storage System
(MSS) file and how to read it properly from the
MSS. The document also describes various
methods you can use to convert a file to the
appropriate UNICOS format for processing on the
CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano), and explains
different assign options you can use to read a file
into a Fortran program.

How to access the SCD
Daily Bulletin

The Daily Bulletin is an online daily status report
of all SCD computing systems. It is the most
current source of news about computing at NCAR,
giving information about hardware, software,
documentation, communication links, and
scheduled and unscheduled computer downtime.

The Daily Bulletin is prepared weekdays by the
SCD Consulting Office between 08:45 and 09:00
Mountain Time and again, if necessary, at 16:00.

Interactive access

If you log on to the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano),
the front-end computer (meeker), or one of the
NCAR divisional computers, type:

dailyb

IRJE access

If you use the Internet Remote Job Entry System
(IRJE), use File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to access
the computer named windom.ucar.edu. Once you
have logged on to your account, type:

get .dailyb filename

where filename is the name you assign to the file
on your computer.
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MIGS access

If you use the MASnet/Internet Gateway Server
(MIGS) from your local computer, type:

nrnet dailyb filename

where filename is the name of the local file into
which the Daily Bulletin will be returned.

FTP access

The Daily Bulletin is now also available via
anonymous FTP in the top-level directory with the
filename dailyb. For directions on how to obtain
SCD documentation via anonymous FTP, see'
"Obtain SCD documentation via anonymous FTP,"
below.

If you have questions, please contact the
SCD consultant on duty by sending e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or calling (303) 497-1278.

Obtain SCD documentation via
anonymous FTP

A growing number of SCD documents are
available via anonymous File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) on the computer named ftp.ucar.edu. The
User Documentation Catalog, which includes
descriptions of UNICOS documentation, and the
yearly indexes of SCD Computing News are also
available online. The complete list of online
documents is in the README file in the does
subdirectory.

To obtain copies of online documents, follow the
steps below.

1. From your local computer connected to the

1. From your local computer connected to the
Internet, type:

ftp ftp.ucar.edu

or

ftp 128.117.64.4

2. When prompted for a logon name, type:

anonymous

Note: If your local computer is a Digital
Equipment VAX running VMS, you may need
to type:

"anonymous"

3. Enter your logon ID at the password prompt
and wait for the ftp> prompt.

If you're examining does for the first time,
you may obtain a README file with a list of
the documentation categories (subdirectories)
currently available by typing:

cd does
get README
quit

You can read the README file using your
own system tools.

If you already know the subdirectory you
want, you can use the dir (or Is) command
within directories to list the contents.
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4. To transfer a file to your present working
directory on your local computer, change
directories to the desired subdirectory of does
and use the get command. For example:

cd cray
get filename

where filename is the name of the file you
want to transfer.

Caution: If your local computer already has a
file with a name identical to the one you want

to transfer, your existing file will be replaced
with the new file. To give a file a new name
on your local computer, type:

get filename newfilename

5. To terminate the anonymous FTP session,
type:

quit
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If you're having a problem with your code, please contact the SCD Consulting Office (e-mail:
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu; phone: 303-497-1278). Service is also available on a walk-in basis at both
the Mesa and Foothills laboratories. (Viewgraph by Jacque Marshall.)

SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING DIVISION
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
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Trademarks: CRAY, SSD, CRAY Y-MP, and UNICOS are registered trademarks of Cray
Research, Inc. * CFT, CFT77, COS, SEGLDR, Autotasking, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of
Cray Research, Inc. * IBM and RISC System/6000 are registered trademarks of International
Business Machines Corp. * AIX is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. * DEC,
VAX, VMS, and DECstation are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. * EXABYTE is a
registered trademark of Exabyte Corp. * Macintosh is trademark of Macintosh Laboratories, Inc.
* X Window System is a trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology * PostScript is a
registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. * UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System
Laboratories, Inc. * Sun Workstation is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. * Sun,
SunOS, Sun-3, Sun-4, SPARC, and SPARCstation are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. *
ANSI is a trademark of American National Standards Institute, Inc. * Motif is a trademark of
Open Software Foundation * FORTRAN-lint is a registered trademark of IPT Corp. * Connection
Machine is a registered trademark of Thinking Machines Corp. * CM-2 and CM-5 are trademarks
of Thinking Machines Corp. * Auspex and NS 5000 are trademarks of Auspex Systems, Inc. *
Copyrights: NCAR Graphics is copyrighted software of the University Corporation for
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Change of address form

] Add to mailing list L Delete from mailing list L Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000. Or include the above information in e-mail addressed to
sylvia@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet.



SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY

Phone
Contact (303) E-mail

General Information
SCD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 consultl
SCD Visitor/User Information 497-1225 scdinfo
SCD Course Enrollment 497-1225 sedinfo
Graphics Software Purchase Information 497-1201 sedinfo
Research DataArchive Access Data Support 497-1219 datahelp
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 rosemary
Computing Resource Applications JoAn Knudson 497-1207 knudson
SCD Computing News Editor Lynda Lester 497-1285 lester
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000

Networking Information
Data Communications/Networking Information Consultant on Duty 497-1278 consult1
Network Trouble Reports (24 hour) Operations Supervisor 497-1200 opns
NCAR/UCAR Network Work Requests Belinda Housewright 497-1310 scdmg

Operations Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240 niff
Machine Room Operations Supervisor 497-1200 opns
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42 andy
Tape librarian Sue Jensen 497-1245 sue
Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 docorder

Documentation
SCD Documentation Information 497-1225 scdinfo
SCD Documentation Orders Mary Buck 497-1232 docorder

Sending Electronic Mail to NCAR Staff: Use the addresses in the e-mail column above and the appropriate
network information below to send e-mail to SCD staff

* Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (IP node 128.117.64.4)
* BITNET users: Use the BITNET address name@ncario. Please consult your system administrator for the

exact syntax.
* SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 9580 or 9.364)
* Telemail/OMNET address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the UserDoc "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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